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It's a "coming of age" story about a fellow that had a rough start but turned out to be a pretty
good cattleman. He is a bare-knuckles fighter and certainly likes the ladies. I'm presenting this
tale as fiction, but the preponderance is absolutely true!

About the AuthorThis is very close to being an autobiography. I made a few changes and
additions to make it appeal to a broader democratic of readers. I have been a Horseman and
Rancher my entire life. I presently run the 5 Hopi Three Canyon Ranches LLC and the Little-
horse and O X Ranches. This gives me control of just over 750,000 acres of Arizona Ranch
lands. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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     “Pardner” (1975)

IntroductionHello folks! I’m plum proud you chose to ride another circle with me. This one’s just a
little longer and rougher ride, so get your best horse saddled. We’ll go along with Pardner, a
young fellow trying his best to ride the trail to manhood. We all know what a rough and rocky ride
that can be. We’ll stay back a-ways, so’s we don’t interfere none and yet can still see everything
that happens. Pardner’s a heck of a guy and is a real trier. He just lacks a little guidance in some
areas of life. Things get tough for our boy, like things sometimes do. All he needs is someone to
show him the way. So, mount up! Let’s head out and see if we can catch up early on his trip and
not miss much.Thanks again for throwing in with me. I hope you enjoy the ride. If your horse gets
a little spooky on the snaky old trip, just throw him his head and “Let ’er Buck.” I’ll be right here to
pick you up if he gets too rough! Yours, P.M. Browning

CHAPTER 1The kid was kind of mouthy from the time he could first talk. His folks were already
having some problems and he was making them worse. His dad worked long and hard and
hadn’t missed a payday since he was sixteen years old. His mom was sick most of the time, and
the kid kept the pressure up to a point that was intolerable for either parent. Poorer people and
most lower middle-class Americans in general have problems unique to themselves.
Sometimes, just keeping a car running well enough to get back and forth from work can take
every extra dime. It’s hard for folks to just survive fighting the battle against poverty. Having a
problem child to deal with, too, can make it nearly impossible.The kid’s name was Murphy. He
had an older brother named J.D. who had never been any trouble to anyone. J.D. was liked by
everyone and spends most of his time helping those around him in need. His mother was the
most frequent recipient of his attention and seems to require it the most. Murphy, on the other
hand, never intentionally helped anyone do anything, ever. In fact, when at all possible, he made
things harder for those around him and seemed to enjoy that as much as J.D. did helping folks.



Murphy’s parents had just about reached the limit of their ability to cope with their youngest
child. His mother had at some time been delegated to dole out the corporal punishment in the
family, and it appeared, to Murphy at least, that she loved her assigned position greatly. His
father, on the other hand, would simply talk to the boys and rely on their common sense and
innate knowledge of right and wrong to try and modify any improper behavior. Neither method
worked very well, if at all, on Murphy. He seemed to be immune to punishment of any kind. Now
our boy Murphy wasn’t altogether bad, like some kids are. He didn’t hurt small animals, steal
things, and start fires or anything else like that. He was just a smart-ass. At times, he seemed
kind of cute or even funny. Some people who never had to spend much time with Murphy
thought he was a pretty special kid. He was twelve now and seemed as clever as an adult. To a
sick mother and an overworked father and even a loving and well-intentioned brother, Murphy
was truly just too damn aggravating, too much of the time. Something was going to have to
change. The family was falling apart.J.D. would thump hell out of Murphy almost daily, not nearly
as often as the kid asked for it or really deserved it, but as often as was practically possible. J.D.,
being two years older and having gained his size early, had very little trouble thrashing Murphy
and doing it in quick order. The only problem was Murphy was getting tougher all of the time. Not
stronger particularly, as he hadn’t grown very much yet and was still quite small. It was, however,
getting harder to hurt him. J.D. was getting to the point of fearing he might cause permanent
damage to his little brother while trying to stop Murphy’s verbal assaults. J.D. was still able to get
the kid whipped, it just wasn’t as much fun as it once had been. Don’t misunderstand, J. D. was a
great brother and he never let anyone else beat his smart-ass little brother other than their
mother, who beat Murphy like a dog and did it often. The thing was that Murphy was gasoline
and his mom was a smoldering fire; and when the two got together, there was going to be an
explosion—it is just the way things were. J.D. really hated that their mother took out all of the
hatred of the things gone wrong in her life on his little brother. He hated too that Murphy always
seemed to bring it on himself by pushing her to her very limits every time he had the opportunity
to do so. The kid actually seemed to enjoy seeing just how mad she could get. The fact that once
she did get mad, the results were inevitable and always, to his great discomfort, made no
difference, Murphy was relentless. The situation at home was becoming more and more
unbearable and also very dangerous.The one bright light, flickering as it was, that was still
visible at the end of the tunnel, was that Mom’s father, who lived across the dirt road that ran
between the two old houses, really liked the kid. Grandpa took Murphy along with him often. This
relieved a lot of the pressure at home. Grandpa raised a few running horses. He had purchased
ten old houses and had them moved onto a piece of property he had way out there in the sticks.
Grandpa had been a dairyman for years but had sold out due to his bad health. The money from
the sale purchased the new little parcel of land and the old houses. Rent from these houses paid
the cost of living. There was a little left over and since Grandpa had always loved livestock of
every kind, he kept a few cows and always had a Thoroughbred Broodmare or two around the
place. He would raise a few colts and run them and a few others at the local racetracks. Murphy



would go with Grandpa every chance he got. Murphy had started riding before he was six and
was a natural. He would participate in all the fun stuff but was really no help at the daily work. He
was always available to get on a colt, gallop a horse on the track, or go to the races or a livestock
auction; but when time came to clean stalls, load hay or irrigate, Murphy was always somewhere
else and more than likely he was causing trouble.Grandpa had a friend by the name of Doc
Pardee. Doc wasn’t just your average Grandpa’s friend. Doc was a legend, a living legend, and
Murphy thought he’d hung the moon. Doc, too, raised racehorses but in a big way. He stood from
twelve to twenty stallions, owned forty mares, and boarded about forty more. Doc always had a
lot of older horses laid up from the track, some with injuries and others just freshening up before
going back to continue their racing career. He also had a seemingly endless supply of colts to
break. Doc’s was sure enough a large place with always lots of work to do. Ol’ Doc was a tough
taskmaster and did not hire too many employees. The ones he did hire damn sure earned every
dime they made, but he was never late with their paychecks. No man ever had to hunt up Doc to
get anything owed him.Doc was born in 1883 in the Oklahoma Territory, and by the tender age of
fourteen was part owner in a livery stable in Claremore. By age eighteen, Doc was six feet tall
and just over 250 pounds. He studied veterinary medicine through a mail order university in St.
Louis and received a degree as a DVM.In 1900, he decided to leave the calm and civilized life
there in Oklahoma and head off to the wilds of Arizona Territory. Doc and two friends, riding their
favorite horses and leading a good race horse a piece, rode from Oklahoma to Prescott, Arizona
Territory, to give things in the “wild and wooly West” a good look over. One of Doc’s campaneros
went on even further west and became a very famous movie star in the silent picture industry.
Doc remained in Prescott. He went to California in the late twenties but was unimpressed with
movie making and returned to his beloved Arizona. By the turn of the century, Doc had already
made a reputation as a bronc rider and superior horseman. He could ride anything with hair. He
even rode many famous bucking horses of the day, backwards! Yes, with his saddle facing
toward the horse’s ass! There was no professional rodeo association when Doc rode broncs.
You just got a bunch of sure-enough cowboys together and some bad horses and maybe some
big fast steers to rope and the show was on. There were some big rodeos organized around the
country and Canada. Doc made quite a few of these big shows. He won most of them. He won
Calgary in 1910, 1911, and 1912. After the third consecutive year, they gave him a new A fork
saddle with a huge silver cantle plate engraved with Doc’s name and the years he’d won in large
letters and around the border of the cantle plate were the words, “World’s Champion Cowboy.”
Back then, all rodeo cowboys were working cowboys. Doc was a real working cowboy. He had
purchased a ranch in Prescott and raised horses and cattle. Doc married his lovely wife, Edith,
and settled into life, ranching in the Arizona Territory.Doc never had children of his own and felt
an empty spot in his life for the lack of them. To help fill this void, Doc started a ranch camp for
young men from all over the country. The ranch camp was a Wild West version of what was later
to become Father Flannigan’s Boys Town in the Midwest. Doc and Miss Edith, as Doc called her,
took these boys under their wings and straightened out many disturbed, misbehaved, and just



plain spoiled boys of various backgrounds. Doc loved to see and hear from a successful man
that had been one of his students. Student, is the appropriate word, as Doc taught the
youngsters a great deal, not only about ranch work but about life in general. Doc was a
wonderful teacher. He taught as much by example as by lecture. He was truly the kind of man all
young men wanted to be themselves one day—a man you could look up to. He was a man who
was worthy of your respect and admiration. Lots of young boys earned the right to be called
“men” under Doc’s tutelage. One such student was the famous jockey Earl Sande, who rode
Gallant Fox to victory in the Kentucky Derby. A finer man than Doc had never lived.Murphy
thought so for sure. One day, about the time Murphy turned fourteen, Grandpa had to go see
Doc about a mare he was going to breed to one of Doc’s studs. Grandpa took Murphy along as
usual. Murphy had been to Doc’s many times before over the years, but today was different.
Murphy didn’t know why but he could feel the change. Everything looked better to him somehow.
The horses seemed more magnificent, the old barn more picturesque, and Doc was even more
interesting than ever before. As Grandpa and Doc were visiting, Doc mentioned his groom was
leaving to go to the track and he was looking for someone who could take his place. Grandpa,
trying to think of someone that might be available to help Doc, asked what all the groom would
have to do. Doc was explaining about the daily feeding chores and mentioned that the last man
had also been light enough to gallop as well. Murphy lit up immediately and interrupted, which
even being the smart-ass he was, he never did around Doc out of respect for the old
gentleman.He told Doc and Grandpa he could sure exercise the horses if Doc could find
someone to do all that manual labor. Grandpa was a little embarrassed by Murphy’s interruption,
both for the rudeness and content. Doc, on the other hand, explained to Murphy that the job was
for both groom and exercise boy. There were plenty of fellas who would like to just come and ride
and do none of the work, but he had no place for men like that. Murphy felt small and foolish for
having spoken up so immaturely and remained silent the rest of the visit. Grandpa and Doc
finished their business without interruptions. Time came to go and after the standard good-byes
by Doc and Grandpa, Doc turned to Murphy and said, “Son, school will be out for the year in a
few months. Why don’t you come see me right after it’s over.”“Yes, sir,” was Murphy’s entire reply,
partly because he was shocked at the invitation and not real sure exactly what the offer meant.
He did know he wasn’t going to blow it by talking too much.

CHAPTER 2The next few months went by extremely slowly. On the Monday of the week school
was to be out for the summer, Murphy drove Grandpa crazy, pestering him to call Doc and see if
he still wanted Murphy to come see him. Grandpa refused and reminded Murphy that Doc had
not ever mentioned work for Murphy. He had just asked him to come see him. Murphy realized
he was completely on his own in this. Things were worse at home than ever. Murphy knew he
had nothing to lose. He rode a different bus from school on the last day. Instead of going home,
he rode it as close to Doc’s as he could and then walked the rest of the way. Doc was pleased to
see Murphy but a little concerned that he had not said anything to his folks about where he was.



Murphy assured Doc that Grandpa would figure it out. Doc called Murphy’s house and spoke
with Murphy’s mom. She was mad, as usual, and not very pleasant to talk to. Doc told her he
was going to offer Murphy a job for the summer if she and his dad had no objections. Mom told
Doc she was too ill to be running Murphy back and forth to work every day and it was too far to
walk, so Doc would have to find someone else. Doc asked if he provided transportation would
she mind Murphy’s working for him? She said she didn’t care one way or the other. Doc then told
her he would talk to Murphy about a job and see if he was interested. If so, he would make the
necessary arrangements. Before hanging up, Mom repeated that she was ill and could not haul
the kid around and for Doc not to start something he couldn’t take care of himself. He assured
her he had no intentions of half doing this if Murphy was interested. He then thanked Mom for
her time and bid her a good day.Doc went back outside where he’d left Murphy during his call.
“Murphy, have you thought anymore about going to work here?”Murphy was just a little hesitant,
even though he had come hoping for a job. The way Doc said the word “work” unnerved him a
little. Finally, “Yes, sir. I sure need a job and I can ride pretty good too!”“Son, this is not a riding
job. There may be some a little later but for now it’s work. What do you say?” Doc was very
matter-of-fact but friendly.“What kind of hours would it be, Doc? I’m not old enough to drive yet
and I’ll have to hitch a ride every day,” Murphy said.“We feed at six in the morning and five in the
afternoon. I can’t have you hitchhiking, Murphy. It is too dangerous and undependable. Come
with me. I want to show you something,” Doc said as he stepped into his old golf cart.Doc was
eighty-three years old and didn’t walk any more than he had to. Murphy jumped in, and they
drove down the long lane past the huge old barn and on out to some runs way in the back. In the
next to last pen was a great big paint gelding.“Murphy, this is Pinto. He’s been with me for the
last twelve years. He’s a sure enough good horse. He is just a little bronkey at first but comes
around pretty quick. I’m going to let you use him to ride back and forth to work. I figured your
place is about six or six-and-a-half miles from here. A horse walking will cover about two miles
an hour and will jog about four. It will take a little while to get him in shape, but you’ll soon be able
to get here in a little over an hour. I’ll pay one way and the other will be on you,” Doc
explained.Murphy thought about the twelve-hour days plus two for travel, more like four at first,
and wasn’t sure what he was getting into, but he couldn’t spend another summer at home. Doc
was his hero and Murphy sure wanted to become a top horseman and cowboy. There was no
better person to learn from than Doc so…“Sounds great, Doc! What time you want me to start in
the morning?”“Like I said, we feed the horses at six. That’ll be fine or a little before would be
better, so you can take care of Pinto before we get started,” Doc said.“All right, Doc. Can I borrow
a bridle for tonight? I’ll need one to get Pinto home. I’ve got a saddle Grandpa gave me a couple
of years ago and a pretty good bridle I traded for, but they’re at home. I’ll bring yours back in the
morning,” Murphy said, proud to have his own rig.“I don’t think Pinto’s ever been ridden bareback
and, like I said, he’s liable to buck some at first. Maybe you better borrow one of my saddles
tonight just in case,” Doc said.“I’d have no way to bring it back tomorrow, Doc. I’ll get by him okay.
I don’t weigh hardly nothing for a big ol’ horse like Pinto. He’ll not know I’m up there until it’s too



late.”Murphy was sure enough a little fella about 5’2” and 89 or 90 lbs. dressed. This was one of
the main reasons Doc was interested in Murphy. He looked like a sure enough jockey in the
making. He could damn sure ride. Doc had watched him often riding Grandpa’s horses in match
races. The kid was little but tough as a boot.“All right, son. Go get Pinto out and see how you two
get along. I’ll get you the bridle I used on him. Remember now, nobody’s been on him for several
years, so be careful. I’d hate to get you hurt before you even start.”Murphy led Pinto out and
down the alley way to the main barn and got the bridle from Doc. Pinto was tall and threw his
head up when Murphy tried to put the bridle on.Doc volunteered to help but Murphy declined
saying, “You ain’t going to be there in the morning to help. I’d better figure this out by myself right
now.”Doc knew the kid was right, but he was sure having a hard time just standing there
watching Murphy trying to bridle this big rascal. In just a few moments, Murphy was able to get
his right arm over Pinto’s neck and hang on while he finagled the bit into his mouth and the
headstall over his ears then dropped to the ground and reached up and easily buckled the throat
latch. Doc was properly impressed. A tall, high-headed horse can be hard even for a large man
to bridle but the kid worked it out.“Want a leg up kid or are you going to climb onto the roof and
jump off on him?” Doc teased.“No thanks, Doc. I’ll be alone in the morning. I’ll just get a mane
hold and climb on him. I’ve got on a lot of tall horses for Grandpa,” Murphy assured him.“Murphy,
this ain’t no gentle broke horse! This is a cowboy broke horse and you got to watch him,” Doc
reminded him.Murphy led Pinto into a corner and got two hands full of mane and the reins, then
with a pull and a jump, he was on. Pinto just stood there looking into the corner.Murphy turned to
Doc and said, “You might want to move your cart, Doc. I’m fixin’ to turn this big rascal around and
he might run a little, trying to figure out what in the world I’m a doing up here without a saddle,”
Murphy warned.Doc got a kick out of this fourteen-year-old kid warning him about a horse. He
was right though, when he got Pinto turned around, there was apt to be trouble. Doc thought it
was sure enough smart of the kid, sticking Pinto’s head into a corner so he’d not run off when he
climbed on him. Grandpa had a good start teaching this kid. He’d be all right if he’d listen a
little.“You ready, Doc? Here goes nothing,” Murphy said as he wheeled Pinto around.The first few
steps went pretty well. Then Pinto dropped his head and bucked the length of the shed row and
out into the yard. Murphy had a good mane hold and even bareback was sitting real pretty.Doc
yeehawed loudly and hollered, “Stick with him, Murphy. You’re looking good!”In just a moment,
Pinto threw his head upward and ran off a little way. Murphy got him pulled up and loped him in a
big circle and back up to Doc.“He’ll be fine, Doc. I’ll see you in the morning a little before six,”
Murphy said and headed out.Doc just smiled and waved.Murphy was three hours getting home.
Pinto was able to pull his head away from Murphy, who had no stirrups to brace against and pull
him around. Once Pinto realized he could take the bridle away from this kid, he’d take off and run
away in any direction every chance he got. Murphy was hoping to time his trip home, so he’d
know when to leave in the morning. The way it worked out, he had no idea. He figured if it took
three hours to get home, it could take three hours to get back. At two thirty, Murphy was up and
saddling Pinto. He didn’t have much trouble getting the halter on, but the saddle was a little



harder. Murphy finally had to tie up a hind foot to keep Pinto from moving around. This little
saddle was a cheap one Grandpa had ordered from Sears and Roebuck many years before. He
had given it to Murphy two years ago to ride colts in. He gave the saddle in lieu of wages for an
entire summer’s riding. It truly wasn’t much of a cowboy saddle, but Murphy knew every inch of it
and what to do with it. Right now, he had to get it on this big paint. Once this was accomplished,
Murphy had to let out both cinches to fit Pinto. Murphy untied Pinto’s hind leg, took off the halter,
and put on his own bridle. He then led Pinto a few steps before getting on. There was a hump in
the old fool’s back and the saddle was eight inches from touching in the rear. Murphy turned him
around a time or two and then swung up on him. Neither foot was in a stirrup for the first few
jumps. Pinto seemed to know and was really trying to get this over quickly. Murphy had a job to
get to and had different plans. With his saddle, Murphy could keep the old knot head from taking
his head away but not from running off. At least they were controlled runaways. I guess that’s an
oxymoron, but it describes what happened. The trip in the early morning darkness went by like a
blur with Pinto running off about half the time.Murphy arrived at Doc’s place in just under an hour.
It was now 3:45 a.m. It was a good thing that Murphy had quite a little time before work. Pinto
was wringing wet with sweat and puffing like a locomotive. Murphy had cooled out many excited,
tired horses and knew what to do. Murphy unsaddled and took his bridle off Pinto and put them
on a newly cleared saddle rack, made availble for his use. After he placed a halter and lead on
Pinto, he walked and watered him out. It took most of an hour to cool the fat ol’ boy out but with
that done, Murphy put him up in his run. By the time Murphy got around to the front of the barn, it
was almost 5:30 a.m.Doc was up and in his office, which sat behind his house. Murphy went to
the door and knocked. Doc called to him to come in and have a cup of breakfast if he’d like to.
Murphy had been drinking coffee with Grandpa for years and gladly accepted a cup. Doc talked
freely, and Murphy listened carefully to every word. At five minutes to six, Doc rose from his chair
behind his huge wooden desk and said, “Let’s go feed our friends.”Murphy was a little surprised
that no one else had showed up yet. He didn’t ask, thinking if Doc wanted him to know he’d tell
him. He assumed the others must start after the horses were fed.Doc showed Murphy a ’47
Willy’s jeep with a pick-up bed trailer attached.“Feed everything and then back it under the bin
again and fill it for this afternoon’s feeding. I’ll be in the office. Come there when you get finished
and I’ll tell you what to do next.”Then Doc turned and drove his cart away. Murphy stood there
with a blank look on his face. He didn’t even know how to start the jeep, let alone drive it. He’d
told Doc that he could drive but he hadn’t mentioned that Grandpa’s truck was an automatic and
this jeep was a four speed, manual transmission. Murphy got in the jeep and sat there looking
and feeling a little silly.“Here goes nothing,” Murphy said to himself. When he reached down and
turned the key nothing happened. He looked at the dash and saw no signs of anything that
resembled a way to start the jeep. He then looked at the floor board and there to the left of the
foot pedals was a large round button that he’d assumed was the headlight dimmer button like on
Dad’s old Plymouth, but he stepped on it anyway, the jeep leaped and lunged ahead several
feet.“Okay, neutral would be good here.”Murphy pushed in the clutch, slip the gear shifter into



neutral, and tried again. The jeep started up and sat there idling. Murphy put it in first and off he
went, slowly. Murphy had never heard of compound low. He was game and tried second with
much better results. The trailer followed straight behind and Murphy was able to get everything
fed without having to back up. It was just after eight when he finished feeding the horses. Doc
had told him to park the trailer back under the pellet bin where he’d started with it and fill it up.
Murphy found out shortly that pulling a trailer out of tight quarters is much easier than backing it
in again. Murphy had never backed a trailer a step before in his life. After about thirty minutes
and denting both trailer fenders a little, he was still no closer to the pellet chute.Doc drove out in
his golf cart and very calmly said, “Murphy, you have to turn the bottom of the steering wheel the
way you want the back of the trailer to go. Remember, it’s easier to back a trailer straight, one
hundred feet, than around a corner, ten feet. Be sure you get the jeep straight in front of the
trailer.”With those words Doc drove away again, leaving a completely baffled Murphy behind.
Murphy figured he could pull far enough forward to get straight in front of the trailer easy enough
and did.“Now,” he said to himself, “I’m a long way from the bin but directly in line with it. The
process of driving straight back, begins.”By doing exactly what Doc had suggested, it was just a
matter of moments until he had the trailer right where it needed to be. Several good lessons
were learned at that moment. First was to listen to Doc; he obviously knew some things that
would be of use working here. Also, that using the knowledge shared with him, even a seemingly
difficult task became an easier chore. Murphy filled the pellet bin and hurried around to the office
to find out what was next.Doc explained that the horses were usually all fed by seven thirty and
then everything in the barn was turned out into their runs for the day. Their stalls were then
cleaned and re-bedded. That was the next order of the day. Doc told Murphy where the things he
would need were located and where to find the new bedding. Murphy waited a moment,
expecting Doc to show him where or how to start. No more instructions came.Doc finally asked,
“Is there something wrong Murphy?”“No sir,” was the kid’s response.“Well, you better get started.
Turn each horse out in the corresponding numbered run as the stall number you take them out
of. Use the leather halters hanging on the stall doors and remove them when you turn them out.
There are hooks on the gates to the runs to hang them on. You can stop for dinner after you do
the stalls.”Murphy headed back out to the barn, found the pitchfork, rake, and muck basket. Then
he started turning out the horses in the barn. Murphy hadn’t really thought about it when he fed
them but there were fourteen heads in the twenty-stall barn. By the time he got all the horses led
out to their runs, it was after ten o’clock. This was Phoenix at the end of May and was plum hot
already and only going to get hotter. Murphy fell into the stalls with an enthusiasm he’d not
shown often before. He found out quickly that the big muck basket full of horse manure was too
much for him to carry, lift, and dump into the manure spreader. Murphy tried the basket half full,
but it took too many trips to the spreader. Finally, he found the perfect weight-trip
balance.Murphy had seen many stalls cleaned but had never cleaned any himself. He did a
good job on each of these stalls and bedded them deep. It was just after one o’clock when he
finished the stalls. Doc came out about then.“Murphy, now that dinner is over, I’ll show you where



the tools and lumber are located, so you can replace some broken boards.”Doc took Murphy out
back and showed him a stack of lumber near a vat Doc had built to hold creosote. Doc showed
Murphy how the tanks of creosote positioned above the vat were used to fill them. Then how the
boards were dipped into the vats and placed on drying racks. The vat was large enough to
accommodate up to a 2×14, twenty-one feet long. Doc told Murphy that whenever he ran out of
things to do and had some spare time, he could dip lumber in the vat and dry it on the rack.
When dry, he could put it on the stack of treated boards. Murphy thought to himself, he probably
would never have to stack any lumber because he would never have any spare time around this
place.After showing Murphy where the brace and bits, all the bolts, lag screws, and washers he
would need were, he pointed out a stretch of fence around the yearling pasture and said to
replace any broken boards with new ones. He also told Murphy to start bringing in the barn
horses about four, so he could be ready to feed by five.Murphy walked the fence line and
discovered it was in very good repair only finding a few boards that needed replacing. First, he
removed the old ones and carried the old boards to a stack of other old boards he’d seen behind
the broodmare barn. He then carried the new sixteen-foot 2×10s to the pasture and hung the
new boards. By the time Murphy put away the tools, it was getting close to four o’clock. Murphy
had a little trouble catching a couple of the horses out of the runs. It seemed they enjoyed getting
out of the stalls more than going back to them. He got them all caught and put up in their
appropriate stalls, but it was after five when he got it done.He got the jeep started and feeding
went easier than it did this morning. Even backing the trailer into the bin didn’t take too many
tries. It was 6:45 when Murphy backed the trailer back under the bin and filled it for the morning.
Doc didn’t come out, so Murphy went to the office to see if there was anything else to do.Doc
was on the phone talking a horse deal like he usually was. Standing a dozen stallions took a lot
of work; filling their book of forty mares each was almost a full-time job itself. With all the rest of
the place to run, Doc spent a lot of time in his office.When Doc hung up, he looked at Murphy
and asked, “How did you like your first day, kid?”Murphy told him he’d liked it fine and asked if
there was anything else to do before he caught Pinto and headed home.“No, Murphy. That’s it for
today. Tomorrow will be about the same. Every day we’ll do the same routine, unless something
comes up. See you in the morning, Murphy. If you’re coming back.”“Of course, I’m coming back. If
you’ll have me,” Murphy said.“Goodbye, take it a little easy on old Pinto. He looked a little rough
when you got here this morning.”“I didn’t know you were up when I came in, Doc. I’ll try to keep a
little better hold on Pinto from now on. He was a little chargey this morning,” Murphy said a little
apologetically.“He hasn’t been ridden in years. He was just a little fresh. He’ll come around after
a few trips. You better get going, it’s getting late,” Doc explained.Murphy went to the end of the
lane, caught Pinto, and led him to the saddle room. He stood quietly while being bridled this
time, and Murphy threw the cheap little saddle on him and cinched him up good. Murphy jumped
up into the left stirrup and swung his right leg over Pinto. He then eased Pinto down the long
lane, out to the road home.The ride home was beautiful. The evening was perfect. Murphy was
tired to the bone, but it felt great. He’d done more work today than he’d done his whole life. As



odd as it seemed, he had loved it. He would have no trouble sleeping tonight.It was just after ten
o’clock when Murphy stepped into his little room in the back of the garage. He’d been staying
here for more than a year. He’d moved into this one-time storage area about a month before
school was out last year. Things inside the house had become unbearable. This was mostly
Murphy’s fault. He never missed a chance to upset someone. The boy just did not seem to care
what the consequences of his actions were. If he pissed his big brother off, J.D. would kick hell
out of him and then Mom would whip him for making noise. If he would direct his attentions
toward Mom, she would kick hell out of him and J.D. would whip him for upsetting her. So far,
Murphy had a perfect record of 0–2 every day of his life. The move helped a lot. Now he had less
opportunity to aggravate anyone. He did his own cooking on an old gas stove that had once
been in the house and had been replaced with a newer one. His washing he’d been doing for
several years himself since Mom was sick so much. It always amazed him how a woman too sick
to cook, clean up, or do the wash, could jerk around a ninety-pound kid with one hand and
thump him with the other, often several times a day.He set his wind-up alarm clock for quarter till
four and took a shower in his shower, sink, commode corner he’d built himself. Only cold water,
but that was better than going inside. In Phoenix, only a couple of months in the dead of winter is
cold water near unbearable. Clean and tired with Pinto fed and in a comfortable stall, which
Grandpa was only charging him a dollar a day for, Murphy slept a restful sleep he’d never known
before.The alarm went off in what seemed to be just seconds, but when Murphy looked, it was
quarter till four and time to get going. He threw on his clothes and a cheap pair of farmer boots
Grandpa’s older brother had left behind the last time he’d come through visiting. They were too
big for Murphy but too small for Grandpa, so Murphy got them. Someday, he would buy a good
pair of sure enough cowboy boots as soon as he got paid enough over his cost of living. Yes, sir,
he’d put together an outfit he would be proud of. But for now, he had to get Pinto saddled and get
to Doc’s.Pinto was a good horse and fell right into the work at hand. Murphy felt that Pinto was
really enjoying it. He’d spent too many years just loafing around getting fat and this trip twice a
day with this little fella on his back was kind of fun. He’d buck a little every morning but just
enough to remind Murphy how much he liked riding a bucking horse. Murphy headed Pinto out
and down an irrigation ditch bank that paralleled the road on the way to Doc’s place. They made
the trip in an hour and a half.Murphy arrived at ten minutes until six and had to hurry to unsaddle
Pinto in order to get the feeding started by six sharp. Murphy started the jeep with little trouble
this morning, but in his haste, turned too soon and dented the right fender on the trailer. It was a
pretty good dent too. Murphy had to back up and pull ahead again straight to get out from under
the bin clear. He was sick. This was just his second day and already he’d screwed up. No time to
stand around worrying about being fired, better get on with the feeding. Everything else went
well that morning and he’d finished feeding by 7:30. No need to go check with Doc. He’d get the
horses out and get after those stalls. Besides, he didn’t really want to tell Doc about the trailer
any sooner than he had to, even though he knew he should.Murphy got the horses caught and
led out to their runs. He had a little trouble with three young geldings Doc had in one end of the



barn. One of these, a big, bay, three-year-old, was about half tough and tried to get his bluff in on
Murphy right away. He’d charge from the far corner baring his teeth with his ears pinned. He
didn’t know Murphy had been attacked by tougher SOB’s than this colt (young male horses are
often referred to as “colts” whether they have been castrated or not) would ever be. Murphy
stood his ground, holding the colt’s halter, and when the bay stopped acting a fool, Murphy
haltered him. On the way out to the run, the colt almost jerked away. The kid held on like he
weighed a ton. The colt got tired of dragging this almost one-hundred-pound kid around and
soon settled down. Murphy had two others with almost the same personalities and had just
about the same problems. Murphy had to spank one on the butt with the lead shank to get him to
turn around and stop kicking. Murphy was certainly no stranger to corporal punishment. When
the colt finally turned around, Murphy made a big fuss over him being a good boy. The colt really
ate this attention up and Murphy was able to scratch his head almost the whole way to the run.
He had made a new friend in this big red colt. With all the horses out once again, it was time to
get to the stalls.On the way back to the barn, Doc came driving out from the front of the office.
Murphy ran over and told him about the fender.“Why did you hurry over here to tell me, Murphy?”
Doc asked.“I been real upset since it happened and didn’t want you to see it before I had a
chance to tell you about me doing it. I sure didn’t want you to think I was trying to hide it from
you, and Grandpa says that bad news should ride a fast horse!” Murphy said honestly.“All right,
you get your stalls cleaned. I’ll ease over and take a look at the trailer,” Doc said as he drove
toward the feed bin.Murphy went right on with his work. The good cleaning job of yesterday
really paid off. Today, the stalls were pretty easy. Either the last guy Doc had working here was a
slob or no one had cleaned them for a few days before Murphy came. Today was just pick the
piles and rake the bottoms and wet spots, throw the straw up around the side walls, let them dry
out, and then re-bed them.It was well before noon when Murphy finished the stalls. He went over
to the pellet bin and jeep. Doc was nowhere around but Murphy could see where he had walked
around the trailer, looking at the damage. Murphy looked at it now too. It didn’t look nearly as bad
as he’d remembered. Now he could see that it had been bent and beat back out several times
before as had the fender on the other side. Grandpa was one of the worst drivers alive and was
always running into or backing over something, and Murphy had watched him beat out lots of
dents worse than this one. Murphy looked around and found a rounding hammer. This is used to
shape horseshoes with and has one flat striking surface and one raised rounded surface.
Murphy tried to tap out the dent. This old truck bed was made out of some really heavy material
and Murphy couldn’t get too good a swing because of the pellet bin. Murphy started the jeep and
pulled the trailer clear of the bin. He still couldn’t get as good a swing as would be needed with
the tire on. It was right in the way. Murphy knew it would be easier to wait until after he fed tonight
to jack up the trailer and take the tire off. He didn’t really want to do it late tonight, and he had
forgotten to bring a lunch again. Anyway, he figured he would just fix it now, pellets or no.Doc
had all the hand-operated tools and equipment you could ever need. Murphy was sure he could
find a big handy man jack somewhere. On one side of the big barn, behind half of the stalls, was



a long room Murphy had only been in to get the tools needed to repair fence an most of that was
right inside the door. He’d look in there. Murphy opened the door to a room which was like going
into another dimension. This huge room was twenty-four feet wide and one hundred twenty feet
long. At the rear was a full bathroom with its own water heater. Next to this bathroom was a long
room with a bed, footlocker, and a little writing desk and chair at one end, and in the middle
between the restroom and the bed was a stove and little refrigerator. This had not been lived in
for quite a while for it was covered with a layer of dust as thick as that covering the storeroom
itself.
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Marcia, “Great read. Pardner: 1975 by Patrick M. Browning is loosely based on the author’s own
experience managing a ranch in Arizona. It is the fictional tale of his life as a horseman and a
rancher, fighting against all odds. Murphy is our main character – the author’s persona – and
right from a very young age, we are told how troubled his family dynamics were. From his
mother’s health problems to his father always away for work, to his strained relationship with his
brother, nothing comes easy. But Doc enters Murphy’s life, a unique mentor that helps him
navigate all life’s hardships. Doc Pardee, an 83-year-old man, friend of Murphy’s grandfather and
a legend raising horses anoints Murphy as Pardner, and teaches him everything he needs to
know to win on the racetrack and in life. The work ethic instilled bears its fruits, and Murphy ends
up moving from one position to the next, always with success, sometimes it seems only
supported by his own sheer will and determination.This is a fictional rendition of Browning’s life,
that gives the readers a glimpse of his energetic and lively personality, making it easy to believe
the tremendous success he’s had. There are a lot of emotions in here to unpack, all beautifully
described by the author, with great sensitivity and restraint. We can’t help but feel invested in
Murphy and I thoroughly enjoyed reading about his life, his challenges, and his wins, through the
skilled work of Browning. The characters in the book are peculiar but oddly relatable. I believe
this is a book that will appeal to anyone who enjoys biographies but also books about cowboys.”

Sol Tyler, “An enjoyable read. Patrick Browning, author of Pardner: 1975 which is not presented
as an autobiography, but it is very close to being one since the predominance of what is written
is true and taken from real life. The author tells the story of a quick-witted young man named
Murphy who has had a difficult upbringing and becomes cowboy who is very good at what he
does. The story is told in narrative form allowing the reader more background information of
each character in the story. We learn that Murphy’s mother is sick and Murphy’s dad works all
the time leaving Murphy to his own devices. Murphy’s family feels that he is a burden on them
until he starts working for Doc. Doc owns a ranch camp and teaches young boys about life and
how to be a rancher. From there the reader is taken on an emotional journey of Murphy’s life
learning how to be a rancher to becoming a man.This is the first book I have read from
Browning, and I was pleasantly surprised. The character development especially that of Murphy
is one to be admired. Browning perfectly portrays the thoughts and actions of a little boy just
trying to make it through life. The characters in the story are unique and quirky making them
believable. I was instantly immersed into Murphy’s life story, and I wanted to know more making
this a book that I couldn’t put down. The author’s use of descriptions allows the reader to vividly
imagine the scenery and how each character in the book looks. The book is around 300 pages,
but they fly by and I was sad once I had finished the book. I look forward to reading many more
works from this author. I highly recommend this book to those who are looking for a coming-of-
age story that will take you on an unexpected journey.”



Martha Custis, “Cowboy Coming of Age. Set in the dusty ranch lands of Arizona, Patrick M.
Browning’s Pardner: 1975 follows the tale of adolescent smart mouthed Murphy and his journey
to becoming a genuine cowboy. Escaping from a rough home life, his luck changes for the better
when he gets taken under the wing of one of the best horsemen in Arizona. Murphy’s taste for
horses and women takes him all over the United States and he learns things he never imagined
possible. Through trials and adventures from horse racing to close calls with death, Murphy who
is known as Pardner grows into a well-known and successful horseman and one who will form
future generations. Author Patrick Browning’s writing is delightful as he is a genuine wordsmith.
The characters are realistic and believable, and I found myself captivated by this story and
entertained from beginning to end. The book has an essence similar to the writing of Ben K.
Green, who is one of my favorite authors and as such I was happily surprised. The manner in
which the author manages to portray difficult and emotional matters, made this an impactful
read. I feel that anyone who loves or has been around horses will instantly feel a sort of nostalgia
with Pardner, and even though he is headstrong and sassy, you will be rooting for him to
overcome all of his adversities and become the cowboy he dreams of. The author’s evident
knowledge of the subject matter he is writing about, is prominent throughout the book, and is an
aspect that lends credibility and makes the book quite enjoyable. A great read for anyone who
loves the American West, Pardner: 1975 is a touching version of a cowboy coming of age story,
and one that will stay with you long after you turn the final page.”

The book by Patrick M. Browning has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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